Transgender Awareness Week

Young Adult Books

1. 'Pet' by Akwaeke Emezi
2. 'Somebody Told Me' by Mia Segrest
3. 'Felix Ever After' by Kacen Callender
4. 'Birthday' by Aiden Thomas
5. 'The Brilliant Death' by Amy Reid Capetta
6. 'Cemetery Boys' by Aiden Thomas
7. 'When the Moon Was Ours' by Anna-Marie McLemore
8. 'Even If We Break' by Marieke Nijkamp
9. 'Stay Gold' by Tobly McSmith
TRANSGENDER AWARENESS WEEK

Adult Non-Fiction & Fiction Books

- Becoming Eve
  - Abby Chava Stein

- Sissy
  - National Bestseller
  - Jacob Tobia

- Tomorrow Will Be Different
  - Sarah McBride

- At the Broken Places
  - My Quest to a Beard
  - A Memoir of a Man
  - Alex Berge

- Trans-Mission
  - Mary Collins and Steven Collins

- Trans-Sister Radio
  - Chris Bohjalian

- This Is How It Always Is
  - Laurie Frankel

- The House of Impossible Beauties
  - Joseph Cassara

- Funny Boy
  - Shyam Selvadurai
Transgender Awareness Week

YA Book List:

Pet / Akwaeke Emezi
- Y Fiction Emezi

Somebody told me / Mia Siegert
- Y Fiction Siegert

Felix ever after / Kacen Callender
- Y Fiction Callender

Birthday / Meredith Russo
- Y Fiction Russo

The brilliant death / Amy Rose Capetta
- Y Fiction Capetta

Cemetery boys / Aiden Thomas
- Y Fiction Thomas

When the moon was ours / Anna-Marie McLemore
- Y Fiction McLemore

Even if we break / Marieke Nijkamp
- Y Fiction Nijkamp

Stay gold / Tobly McSmith
- Y Fiction McSmith
Adult Book List:

Becoming Eve: my journey from ultra-Orthodox rabbi to transgender woman / Abby Stein - Biography Stein

Sissy: a coming-of-gender story / Jacob Tobia - Biography Tobia

Trans mission: my quest to a beard / Alex Bertie - 306.76 B

Tomorrow will be different: love, loss, and the fight for trans equality / Sarah McBride - 306.768 M

At the broken places: a mother and trans son pick up the pieces / Mary Collins and Donald Collins - 306.76 C

Trans-Sister radio: a novel / by Chris Bohjalian - Fiction Bohjalian

This is how it always is / Laurie Frankel - Fiction Frankel

Funny boy: a novel / Shyam Selvadurai - Fiction Selvadurai

The house of impossible beauties / Joseph Cassara - Fiction Cassara